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James L

on
04/07/2024




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I picked the CZ 75 Compact for CZ’s reputation for reliable and accurate firearms and CZ exceeded my expectations. Their quality is top notch. The size of the Compact fits my hands perfectly. Though heavy than a poly-handgun, the weight is not excessive and helps to mitigate recoil. I could not be happier with my choice. 











Maurye V

on
01/26/2024




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










i like this gun it’s has a nice weight to it and fun to shoot. Only thing that i was disappointed by was the trigger, on the picture it’s silver when i got it, it was black. So if your buying for the silver trigger you will be disappointed 











Cary C

on
01/04/2024




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Let me start off with I had a CZ Rami in the past and I still own a EAA Witness so I am very familiar with this type of pistol. This a heavy and solid gun. Along with the slide in frame design and the heft it does bring down recoil. Its trigger out of the box is very good BUT I had to get used to it because I had been shooting mostly my BUL ARMORY SAS ULTRA. This was MY adjustment to make nothing to do with the gun, without it being custom its probably the best SA/DA trigger you will find out of the box. I am still going to probably get a CAJUN GUN works or other type of upgraded trigger for it { I have not decided on brand.}. Next is reliability I cant really speak on it only 250 rounds through it without a flaw; but if it is anything like my RAMI which had 2000+ rounds through it without ever even a hiccup I would expect this to continue. Overall for the money this gun is must purchase if you want a smaller yet super accurate gun. 











Paul S

on
07/27/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have become a big fan of CZ firearms. This CZ 75 Compact is my concealed carry favorite. CZ makes quality firearms at a decent price. Highly recommend this firearm. 











Thomas L

on
06/04/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










If I could keep only one of my weapons this would be the one. Guess that says it all. 











Brian L

on
05/16/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The Gun ordering process was seamless through Bud's, Shipping was Rapid and my purchase arrive without an issue. I find myself coming back to Bud's for all of my firearm related purchases. As to my CZ-75, I find it to be a viable alternative to plastic guns. The "CZ" is a time proven design using older technology that offers superb out of the box accuracy, workmanship and function. The "CZ" is ruffly size comparable to the Glock-19, however with it being heavier it reduces felt recoil and allows for quicker target re-acquisition. The frame being steel makes for a more durable gun and with reduced slide height provides a low bore axis which reduces muzzle flip. I would easily recommend this gun to anyone and would further recommend to acquire it from Bud's. 











Dean S

on
04/27/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great firearm! It arrived rapidly. Really fun pistol to shoot. First time at the range 100 rounds and zero failures. Accuracy is good. 











Tony W

on
03/28/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










CZ makes one of the finest handguns I've ever owned. All the transactions with Budsgun shop have been smooth and professional. 











Abdullah S

on
03/16/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I never ordered this firearm!!! I sincerely hope my card wasn't charged for it. Because it's saying it's going to Buds!!! 











Thomas M

on
03/13/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I just received my new CZ 75 9mm Compact from Buds today, it arrived 5 days after ordering, could have had it 2 days earlier but FFL Dealer was not home when delivery was first attempted over the weekend. The gun was described with a white trigger and holds 14 rounds, it actually has a black trigger and holds 15 rounds, not that I’m complaining any, I prefer the two minor differences. The CZ looks and feels great, I’m not disappointed one bit, can’t wait until I’m able to test it out. Thanks Buds for your great service !!! Tom M 3/13/23 











Jose J

on
08/18/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Tremenda arma muy precisa y muy buen servicio el de la página , sería mejor si tuvieran personal que hable español, porque en mi caso tuve que buscar un amigo para que hablara por mí con el personal de Buds, consideren esto que les escribo, porque llegarían a más clientes , estoy muy contento con mi nueva arma gracias 🙏🏻 











Jerry B

on
04/01/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a great firearm. Just heavy enough to maintain a firing line, but light enough to be a comfortable concealed carry. Highly recommend this for target shooting. 











Bob D

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










CZ pistols are in a class of their own...one of my very favorites. All metal is heavy, though tough as nails. Can't go wrong here. 











Tom T

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










A rock solid, reliable firearm. Never had a single hiccup in dozens of trips to the range, and shoots any ammo I feed it. Super easy to breakdown for cleaning. 











Paul H

on
01/17/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have had a number of CZ 75 based firearms. For me, one of the most accurate "out of the box" pistols on the market, and this one is in that same vein. The pistol is heavy for a compact model, but I prefer that, as it moderates recoil a fair amount, and my Olde Phart hands appreciate that. Accuracy was superb...reliability thru a short (100 round) range trip was perfect. Trigger pull in double action mode was a but heavy, but single action was very good. I did dress up the gun with aftermarket grips, but of course that is just a "me" thing and not at all needed. Order and service from Bud's was maybe a few days longer, but I was told that would be the case, so the order process and delivery was typical of Bud's...i.e. excellent. 











Glynn K

on
01/04/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










CZ pistols are awesome. Ordered from Bud’s on Dec. 19, picked up from my FFL on Dec. 22. Couldn’t ask for any better than that. 











Patrick G

on
12/03/2021




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This gun will hang with any $2000 pistol 











Ted C

on
07/12/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The CZ 75D Compact with Safety (not decocker) arrived in perfect condition, and proved itself accurate with 115 and 124 grain loads straight out of the box. No failure with either factory bullets or reloads. Very comfortable in the hand, ergonomic to the letter. Nice heavy feel, that makes recoil extremely manageable. Disassembly and cleaning are very easy. Would recommend that CZ ship with a stainless steel rather than a plastic guiderod - but it was easily replaced for ~$20. Accuracy is indeed outstanding. Offhand groups at 15 yards easily kept within 3 inches. With practice, you just know that will improve. At (measured) 80 yards, the gun's sights were basically right on, enabling hits 2 for 3 on targets 12" in diameter. Impressive! From the time I ordered to when my FFL received the weapon was 4 weeks. When I called or messaged, Bud's communication was great during a difficult and busy time for the gun industry. Considering the great price and the current panic, they did a great job. 











Tai L

on
05/27/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very nice pistol in hand comfortably, I like this compact, fully steel, and heavy gun.
Since most ranges are still closed I haven't got the chance to shoot with it.
One surprised thing is: the two magzines shipped are 15 rounds which makes me delighted.
Two minor things: The image shows the logo on slide is on the left, and trigger looks white;
the item received trigger is black, logo is on the right.
Overall I feel it's a very good handgun at this price. 











Scott M

on
03/05/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










What can you say. It's a CZ. Great fit and finish. Great shooter! 











Travis V

on
02/05/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I purchased the CZ75 Compact to carry in the appendix position. I like the added safety of being able to have my thumb on the hammer when reholstering. It is a steel framed firearm, and being so has considerable heft when comparing to an aluminum framed firearm such as the P-01 or PCR. I personally don’t mind this but some may. It is a very accurate pistol and extremely reliable. It is also very ergonomic, feeling natural in the hand. If you are in the market for a DA/SA carry gun and don’t mind a little extra weight, this is a worthy contender. 











Christopher R

on
12/24/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I purchased the CZ Shadow 2 several months ago, and realized I wanted a Glock 19 size CZ too. I was undecided between the CZ75 Compact and CZ75 P-01. I bought both!
These are my thoughts on the CZ75 Compact after 750 rounds and a few range trips.
First, this pistol feels amazing in your hand. It has plastic grips, with a good palm swell to fill your hand. You can get up high on the frame, which is comfortable and aids in recoil recovery. Your strong hand thumb rides on the top of the grip, your support hand thump in the scallop on the frame. Locked and consistent.
Second this pistol is solid. I don’t think it’s heavy, but it is heavy enough to absorb recoil. This keeps the front sight visible through the shot, and it comes back quick. It will likely be heavy IWB all day, but OWB for competition it’s great.
Third, the trigger is good but can be improved. The double action pull is long, and stock it’s heavy but no worse than a revolver. The DA stacks (meaning it gets a little heavier) right at the end, which improves with use. Single action has some sponge and a little over travel. The sponge feeling is the sear sliding off the hammer hooks. Both are better than a stock glock, but you need to learn DA/SA difference, or always cock the first shot and shoot it like a 1911. Reset is positive, not too long. It definitely improves with use.
Forth, slide lockup is tight, no rattles, and stiff to rack. Finish externally is very good with no blemishes. Mine has very few tool marks and is well finished inside.
Fifth, and the first negative - the sights. Too little rear gap, and the dots are small and too close on the rear. Budget for them to be changed - P-01 sights do fit. They also weren’t regulated well for me, being 3” high and 1.5” left at 15yds. I held a 1.5” group at 15yds offhand (I’m a former Olympic Pistol shooter) so it’s plenty accurate.
The mags supplied were 15rd Mecgar with plastic bases not CZ. These are better than CZ which are 14rd and rubber bases.
The controls are ok. The slide release is smaller than the P-01 and you can’t reach it unless you have a very long thumb. The mag release is round, very stiff and non-reversible. I can’t reach it with my normal grip.
Overall I’m very happy. 100% reliable, well made and I like it a lot more than my Glock 19s (I have 3). 











Bil A

on
08/27/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Compact CZ75
My 3rd CZ. Similar in size to a P-01 but no accessory rail and the frame is steel. It is a heavy firearm and extremely well made. Shoots dead on out of the box and has yet to misfeed or misfire. I strongly recommend this firearm. Additionally, CZ Customer Service is second to none. If you are looking for a quality firearm at a fair price consider the CZ75, Compact CZ 75, P-01 or RAMI. I have them all and have been favorably impressed. 











James M

on
08/10/2019




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Happy with the product but received 15 1 capacity instead of 14 1.. 











Raymundo S

on
07/28/2019




Rating:   2 of 5 Stars!










After reading a lot of rave reviews, I figured it was a great gun to get. So far, it's a big disappointment. I use basic Winchester 9mm 115 gr range rounds. My hands and forearms a littered with black specs. I cleaned the gun thoroughly when I got it and have been cleaning it each time I go to the range and it's still doing it. I haven't switched range ammo yet, so that could be it. Casings routinely hit my head and chest. They just come straight back at me more often than not. I've read on forums that perhaps the standard spring is too strong (#16) and maybe it needs to be dropped to #11 or #12. Sure that's fine, but what's the point of having to modify a gun right out of the box? I've had my Glock 23 Gen3 for a very long time and have never been hit by casings. Sure it's very well worn in, but it also never happened out of the gate. I am not a fan of this gun so far and will most likely get rid of it at a loss. Too bad as I had high hopes after reading so many good things. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat

Ask the Community
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